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Presentation copy of a very rare account of a parson’s travels through India,
with a folding engraved map
1. ALLEN, William Osborn Bird. A parson’s holiday; being an account of a tour in India,
Burma, and Ceylon, in the winter of 1882–83.
Tenby, F.B. Mason, 1885. 8°. With chromolithographed folding map. Original publisher’s
cloth, with author and title in gold on spine and title on front board.
€ 1250
Presentation copy of Allen’s very rare account of this travels through India: “and though I did not leave the
ordinary beaten tracks, yet I think my experiences may interest others” (p. 1). Allen felt that as a parson he
had much to add to the knowledge of India among the English people and he wanted to show the “densely
ignorant” English citizens, “the wonders of the East”. With a keen eye he describes Indian culture, customs
and religion.
Allen was Vicar of Shirburn and later one of the secretaries of the Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge. He was well acquainted with the treasures of the Earl of Macclesfield’s library in Shirburn
Castle.
With the author’s presentation inscription on an endleaf (“With the author’s affectionate regards”). A
restored tear in the map and some very minor wear along the extremities of the binding, otherwise in very
good condition.
VIII, 228 pp. WorldCat (8 copies). ☞ More on our website

Great history of the Portuguese era in the Arabian Peninsula and beyond
2. ANDRADA, Francisco d’. Cronica do muyto alto e muito poderoso Rey destes Reynos
de Portugal dom João o III. deste nome. Dirigida ha C. R. M. del Rey dom Felipe o III.
deste nome nosso senhor.
Lisbon, Jorge Rodriguez for the author, sold by Francesco Lopez, 1613. 4 parts in 1 volume.
2°. With a central crowned coat of arms of Portugal on the title-page, title and coat of arms
set in ornamental border, woodcut initials. Contemporary blind-tooled vellum. € 29 500
First edition of this principal history of the reign of João III of Portugal (1502–1557), ruler of Portugal
from 1521 until his death. His reign was marked by the introduction and establishment of the inquisition
in Portugal from 1536 onwards. During his rule, Portuguese possessions were extended in Asia and in the
New World through the Portuguese colonization of Brazil. The majority of the 419 chapters of the book
deal with Portugal’s overseas possessions and trading posts in the Middle East (Hormuz, Suez, Socotra),
India (Diu, Goa, Chaul, Calicut), Africa (Zanzibar, Ethiopia, Mozambique), Brazil, China, Ceylon, the
Moluccas, etc. The chapters discuss newly acquired lands, the governors of the regions, voyages and travels,
wars, sieges and trade.
“Francisco de Andrada (ca. 1540–1614) was a Commander of the Order of Christ, a member of the State
Council, Chief Keeper of the Archives and Chief Chronicler of the Kingdom. He was the son of Fernâo
Alvares d’Andrada, Treasurer to King Joâo III’’ (Maggs).
With the bookplate (in gold) of the Huth Library on inside of front cover, embossed stamp of Antonio de
Almeide Correa on the title-page. Very good copy of an important work on the discoveries and conquests
of the Portuguese.
[19], 113, 134, 131, 155 ll. Bosch 52; Huth Library 177; Maggs, Bibl. Brasiliensis 104; Rodrigues 171. ☞ More on our website

Important biography of the fourth viceroy of Portuguese India
3. AN DRAD E, Jacinto Freire de. Vida de D. João de Castro, quarto viso-rei da India; …
Nova edição.
Lisbon, Typ. Rollandiana, 1861. 8°. Modern orange paper wrappers.
€ 600
Important biography of the Portuguese nobleman and fourth viceroy of Portuguese India D. João de Castro
(1500–1548), written by the Portuguese Catholic priest and historian Jacinto Freire de Andrade (1597–1657).
The work was first published in Lisbon in 1651 and was the first biography in the Portuguese language.
“Cette biographie est un des livres classiques de la langue portugaise” (Brunet)
De Castro fought the Ottoman Empire at the Siege of Tunis (1535), where he refused knighthood offered
by emperor Charles V. A few years later, probably around 1538, he left for India where he settled at Goa.
He joined Estêvão de Gama (son of Vasco da Gama) on an expedition to Suez and played a major role in
the defeat of the Gujarat Sultanate during their siege of Diu in 1546. In 1547 he was appointed viceroy of
Portuguese India by the Portuguese King John III. The work also includes accounts of the battles between
the Arabs and the Turks at Ormuz.
Impressum partly illegible, possibly because of a library stamp removal, occasionally some minor foxing.
Overall in good condition, wholly untrimmed, with most of the bolts unopened.
[8], 341, [1 blank], [2] pp. Porbase (4 copies); WorldCat (8 other copies); cf. Brunet I, 263 (first edition). ☞ More on our website

How to restore French power in British India
after the Seven Years’ War: a diplomatic draft
4. [AU TO G R A PH – F R A N C E, E N G L A N D & I N D I A]. [French manuscript on
the negotiation strategy of the French with the British on India.]
ca. 1778. 2°. Sewn with two small chords in the left upper and bottom corner.
€ 2500
First draft of an autograph manuscript in French, with erasures and corrections, probably written by a
diplomat or strategist, concerning the causes of Britain’s defeat of France in India during the Seven Years’
War (1756–1763) and analysing different ways to restore France to power on Indian soil by an alliance with
the sultan Haider Ali Khan (1722–1782), who ruled Mysore and a large part of southern India and was one
of the greatest enemies of the British East India Company. According to the unidentified diplomat who
wrote this text, Haider Ali Khan was the only one who was able to defeat the British or challenge their
supremacy in India. In this manuscript he describes the best strategy not only to join Haider Ali Khan, but
also to negotiate with the British people on profitable Indian trade for both parties.
Slightly worn and frayed around the edges, first page slightly dust-soiled, but still an interesting autograph
manuscript in good condition.
[7], [1 blank] pp. ☞ More on our website

Key Hindu text in Sanskrit, set in Devanagari type,
each paragraph followed by an English translation
5. C H I RU N J E EV I; B A H A D U R, Rajah Kalee-Krishna (transl.) Vidvun-moda-taranginee; or fountain of pleasure to the learned … Second edition, the text of the original
in Deva-Nagara letters; and the version with improvements.
Calcutta, Sobha Bazar Press, 1834. 4°. With the Sanskrit text set in Devanagari type and
the English text in roman type, with a few words set in a bold textura gothic and a few in
slab-serif types. Blue paper wrappers.
€ 2500
Enlarged and extended second edition of a key text for Hindu Gentoo worship, written by Chirunjeevi,
the Pandita of Gwôra (Ramadeva Chiramjiva), and translated into English by Maharaja Kali Krishna Deva
Bahadur (Raja Kalikrishna Deva), “a native of rank and distinction at Calcutta” (Journal of the RAS). Kali
Krishna had, like his father and grandfather before him, close relations with the Governors-General of India.
His grandfather Maharaja Nava Krishna (or Nob Kissen) was teacher in confidant of Warren Hastings;
his father Raj Krishna befriended Sir John Macpherson; and Lord William Bentinck granted Kali Krishna
himself arms from the British Crown in 1833. He dedicated the present book to Bentinck.
The first edition was printed in 1832 at the Serampore Press. Kali Krishna was apparently not satisfied with
the 1832 edition of his translation, because he made the present revised and expanded second edition and had
it printed and published at his own Sobha Bazar Press in Kolkata. This press was devoted to the translation
of Indian texts into English, and later changed its name to The Romanising Press. At the suggestion of Sir
Charles Trevelyan (1807–1886), then a colonial administrator in Kolkata, the text was printed alternately
in English and Sanskrit using Devanagari type for the latter. This made the book attractive to Westerners
wishing to learn the Sanskrit language and Devanagari script.
Paper wrappers slightly frayed around the corners, upper right corners of the first pages slightly frayed, but
otherwise in good condition.
[8], 53, [1 blank] pp. For the author: “The armorial bearings of Maharaja Kali Krishna Bahadur, of Calcutta”, in: Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, VII (1843), pp. 200–201; G. Collier, A genealogical and other accounts of Maha-Raja
Kali-Krishna Bahadur. Calcutta, 1841; for the Sobha Bazar Press: Asiatic journal, XVI (1835), pp. 245–246. ☞ More on our website

First edition of a practical code for the Bengal police
6. [B E N G A L P O L I C E CO D E ]. [H E N RY, Edward Richard]. The Bengal police
code, containing the forms referred to in the rules and regulations of the Bengal police, L.P.
[= Lower Provinces].
Calcutta, The Bengal Secretariat Press, 1894. 2 volumes. 4°. Contemporary green half cloth
with original publisher’s paper sides.
€ 1500
First edition of a police manual for Bengal, at that time under the direct colonial rule of the British Raj
(1856–1947). The preface by the inspector-general of police, Edward Henry, notes that it supersedes the code
used until this time: the police manual of 1887. It is divided into two volumes containing all orders and rules
for the police passed by the government or under the authority of the Inspector-General of Police, which
was Henry himself. The first volume contains the strict rules and regulations that police officers should
follow. The chapters are divided into articles, each with multiple paragraphs. They cover a wide range of
different topics for police officers.
The second volume shows that the book was meant above all as a practical handbook for police officers in
Bengal to improve their work.
With several stamps on the title page, including a stamp with the text “Forwarded by order of the lieutenant
governor of Bengal”. Binding slightly soiled and rubbed, corners slightly bumped, with minor damage to
the paper spine label of volume 2. Otherwise in very good condition.
[1], [1 blank], [1] , [1 blank], XLV, [1 blank], 566, XXX; [1], [2 blank], [1], XI, [1 blank], 328 pp. Cf. WorldCat (2 copies of 1897
ed.). ☞ More on our website

Urdu Gospels and Acts of the Apostles, printed at Calcutta in Arabic type
7. [B I B L E – G O S PE L S & AC TS – U R D U]. The four gospels and the Acts, in Hindustání. Translated from the Greek. by the Calcutta Baptist missionaries.
Calcutta (Kolkata), The Bible Translation Society, American and Foreign Bible Society, 1849.
12°. With the title in Hindustani (Urdu) and English, and the text in Urdu only. Contemporary textured cloth.
€ 1250
Rare Gospels and Acts of the Apostles in the Hindustani (Urdu) language, in the Arabic script, printed by
and for the Protestant Bible and missionary societies for free distribution in southern India. While India
probably had more than 100,000 Urdu speakers at this date, few could read, so the book was published
in an edition of 1500 copies (the edition size, with the year 1849, is printed at the foot of the first page of
the main text).
With a bookplate of the Library of the American Bible Union and the embossed stamp of the University
of Chicago Library on the title-page. Very slightly browned, but in very good condition. A rare Urdu
missionary Bible text, in Arabic type.
[2], 413, [1 blank] pp. WorldCat (1 copy). ☞ More on our website

First edition of the first printed ethnographic comparison
of the world’s people, typographically stunning
8. B O E M U S (B Ö H M ), Johannes. Omnium gentium mores leges et ritus ex multis
clarrissimis rerum scriptoribus … nuper collecti: & in libros tris distinctos Aphricam, Asiam, Europam, optime lector lege. [Half-title:] Repertorium librorum trium Ioannis Boemi
de omnium gentium ritibus. Item index rerum scitu digniorum in eosdem. Cum privilegio
Papali ac Imperiali M.D.XX.
(Colophon: Augsburg, Sigismund Grimm & Marcus Wirsung, July 1520). 2°. With the letterpress half-title in an elaborate woodcut border with a trophy of arms, putti and mermen.
17th century vellum with 3 raised spine-bands.
€ 5750
First edition of a pioneering and highly influential foundational work of anthropology
that went through almost fifty editions in
100 years and was widely read throughout
Western Europe. Written by the “father of
scientific ethnography” (NDB), who based
his information on several sources from
antiquity, as he indicates in the title. It is the
first printed compendium of the religion, laws
and customs of the peoples of Africa, Asia and
Europe. The chapters are classified by region,
including Egypt, Assyria, Persia, India, Russia
and Ethiopia. The part on India stands out
among the rest because of the addition of new
information drawn from recent explorations
by Ludovico di Varthema, first published in
1510 (just ten years earlier).
Although the many later editions of this
foundation stone of anthropology are widely
available, the present first edition is very rare
on the market. It is also remarkable typographically, with the largest series of ornamented roman initials (A, C, D, M and P)
absolutely stunning: Grimm and Wirsung
appear to have introduced it in 1518. The two
sets of roman titling capitals are also wellmade. Grimm and Wirsum had introduced the largest, certainly movable type but perhaps cut in wood,
in 1518. It may be the fourth series of large titling capitals used north of the Alps (after one used by Ratdoldt
and two probably cut by Peter Schoeffer the younger).
Near contemporary owner’s inscription in ink on the title-page “... Fulginei”. Stains on the title-page due
to a removed label and an attempt to erase a stamp. A few leaves browned, the last 10 stained.
Otherwise in good condition.
[6], LXXXI, [1] ll. Adams B2270; NDB II, 403; Palau 31247; Sabin 6117; USTC 690593; VD16, B6316. ☞ More on our website

Rare Dutch description of Punjab with folding maps
9. B O E R, Pieter A. de (D. de B O E R, compilor). Krijgs – en geschiedkundig overzigt
van den Punjab, de natie der Seiks en het rijk van Lahore. Van de vroegste tijden tot op de
gebeurtenissen aan den Sutledje, in 1845 en 1846.
The Hague, K.W. Pickhardt (back of the title-page: printed by C.H. Susan junior), 1849.
With a lithographed frontispiece and 4 folding maps, and 1 table. Contemporary half cloth,
marbled sides.
€ 3500
Rare first and only edition, published posthumously, of a Dutch description of Punjab with an emphasis
on the First Anglo-Sikh War (1845–1846). The author Pieter A. de Boer (1818–1847) was a lieutenant in the
Dutch artillery, who based his information on several sources but was not an eye-witness.
The original lithographed frontispiece by Elias Spanier (1821–1863) shows Maharadjah Runjit Singh and
the 4 folding maps, also by Spanier, depict a plan of the Battle of Aliwal 1846; plan of the Battle of Sobraon
1846; overview of British troop movement in 1845–1846, after a sketch by captain H.T. Combe; and large
map of Punjab. With an addendum slip.
Bookplate of the society Doctrina & Amicitia on front paste-down. Shelf mark on spine. Boards and spine
somewhat discoloured. 3 out of 4 plates have a small tear at the fold. Otherwise in very good condition.
XXIX, [3], 444 pp. and 1 publications slip. Not in Bruce; Sloos; for the author: Van der Aa, Biografisch woordenboek II, p. 725.
☞ More on our website

Manuscript warrant to guarantee the rental of a house to British forces
during the occupation of Mauritius and Bourbon
10. C A M P B E L L, Alexander. [Warrant to authorize the occupation of a house for His
Majesty’s forces in Mauritius and Bourbon].
Port-Louis, 24 June 1813. 4°. Manuscript warrant written in ink on paper, signed. Loosely
inserted in a later orange paper folder.
€ 1250
Warrant by Alexander Campbell (1759–1824), commanding His Majesty’s forces in Mauritius and Bourbon,
authorizing the occupation of a house and establishing rate for renting it (45 Spanish dollars per month).
It also summarizes the benefits of his accommodation and declares the price reasonable. Campbell was an
English general and governor of Madras, commander of troops in Mauritius and Bourbon. He spent his
most of his career in India during the British occupation.
With the bookplate of Léon Muller and some manuscript notes in ink by Raoul Bonnet on the later paper
wrappers, both earlier owners of the autograph. A little frayed and torn along the right side of the paper,
with only a very small chip, not affecting the text. Some small stains, but still in good condition.
[1] leaf. ☞ More on our website

Winds and the weather in the coast of India and the Persian Gulf:
first edition of a rare meteorological work
11. C A P PE R, James. Observations on the winds and monsoons; illustrated with a chart
and accompanied with notes, geographical and meteorological.
London, Charles Whittingham, 1801. 4°. With 1 folding engraved map of the world depicting all the oceans and seas, and several tables in the text. Half calf, marbled sides and edges.
Rebacked.
€ 2750
First edition of a rare geographical and meteorological treatise on the winds and weather in different places
around the world, written by James Capper (1743–1825). Capper was a former colonel in the East India
Company, but after his return to England, he devoted much of his time to meteorology. In his present
Observations of the winds and monsoons, Capper especially concentrates on the winds and weather of
the East Indies, the coast of India and the Arabian and Persian Gulf, using information he obtained by
his own observations, some ships’ logs and earlier publications. He also discusses the meteorology of the
Mediterranean, including Greece and the climate between the Adriatic and the Archipelago. Capper also
introduces a new hypothesis in this work, namely that hurricanes are a type of whirlwind.
With the bookplate, stamps and inscription of Francis Druce on the front pastedown, recto and verso of the
first free endpaper and the title-page. Bookbinder’s label on verso of the first endpaper: “Jullion, Westminster
Bridge”. Slight foxing. Covers slightly rubbed. Otherwise in good condition.
XXVIII, 29–234 pp. Lowndes, p. 369. ☞ More on our website

First Spanish edition
of an essential primary source
for Portuguese India
12. CASTANHEDA, Fernão Lopes de (LOPES DE CASTAÑEDA). Historia del descubrimiento y conquista dela India por los Portugueses, … traduzida
nuevamente en Romance Castallano.
Antwerp, Martinus Nutius I, 1554. 8° (16 × 11 cm). With Nutius’s storks device. Set in
roman and italic types. Contemporary (Antwerp?) calf, blind-tooled boards, showing
a frame made from a vine, leaf and flower roll edged with triple fillets.
€ 25 000
First edition in Spanish of an essential source for
any study of Portuguese India, first published in
Portuguese at Coimbra in 1551, here including the
author’s prologue and the publisher’s dedication to the
Spanish historian Luis de Ávila y Zuniga (ca. 1490–
ca. 1560) in Rome. It is the first of eight “books”,
often published as separate volumes, on the history
of Portuguese voyages of discovery and military
conquests in India.
It was written by Fernão Lopes de Castanheda (ca.
1500–1559), born in Santarém, north of Lisbon. As a
young man he accompanied his father, a judge at Goa,
to India and probably the Moluccas, living there from
1528 to 1538. During that decade he collected information about Portugal’s exploration and conquests in
India, from both documentary and oral sources and
from events and circumstances he witnessed himself.
In that way he amassed an extraordinary knowledge
on the subject, much of it not available in any other
source. On his return to Portugal he took a minor
administrative post at the University of Coimbra and began writing his monumental history.
The present first book covers the history to 1505. Its first edition, in Portuguese, is extremely
rare, supposedly because it caused great offense to King João III and other prominent figures in
Portugal. As a result, Castenheda had to rewrite it and most sets of the eight books in Portuguese
include his revised 1554 edition of book I. The present first Spanish edition follows the 1551
edition, so that it gives us the author’s uncensored views that were suppressed in most editions.
With the margins of the first 3 leaves somewhat browned by the turn-ins, a small tear in the
gutter fold at the head of the title-page, a small marginal tear repaired in 1 leaf and occasional
very minor foxing, but still in very good condition and including the final blank leaf. The
binding has some worm damage at the head and foot of the spine, partly restored, a few smaller
superficial defects on the boards, and slightly worn hinges, but most of the tooling remains clear.
“220” [= 225], [6], [1 blank] ll. Alden & Landis 554/39; Borba de Moraes, p. 166; Howgego C67; Palau 140958;
Porbase 363542 (= 411694); Salva 3351; USTC 440158; for the author and text: Lach & Van Kley I, pp. 187–190 and
passim. ☞ More on our website

Treaty on the Dutch and Portuguese commerce and territories in Ceylon
13. [C EY LO N]. Provisioneel en[de] particulier tractaet, … tusschen de heer Francisco
de Sousa Continho, raedt ende ambassadeur vanden … coningh van Portugael … ende
de heeren gedeputeerden vande … Staten Generael … aengaende de controversie over de
jurisdictie ende territorie van ‘t fort Galle, etc.
The Hague, Widow and heirs of Hillebrant Jacobsz van Wouw, 1645. 4°. With the woodcut
arms of the States General (lion with sword and 7 arrows) in an elaborately decorated cartouche with military attributes on title-page. Modern black paper wrappers.
€ 750
Early edition of the Dutch translation of a provisional agreement made between the Dutch States General
and the Portuguese ambassador Francisco de Zousa Continho on the jurisdiction and territory of Fort Galle
in Ceylon (Sri Lanka), one of the most important outposts both strategically and as a trading centre. The
Dutch had captured it from the Portuguese in 1640 and they had been fighting in the region since that
time. The treaty notes the losses and battles caused by the dispute between the two powers and the demands
made by the Dutch government to secure their position in the East Indies. This includes their demand for
a yearly supply of cinnamon, through which the Portuguese are to pay off their debt, and restitution by
both parties for the losses they caused one another. The parties agree to honor the treaty and not trespass
on each other’s rights and territories.
In very good condition.
4 ll. STCN 036718416; cf. Knuttel 5202 & 5205b; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 242 (other editions). ☞ More on our website

Death sentence against Petrus Vuyst, former Governor of Ceylon
14. [C EY LO N]. Sententie, gewezen by den Wel Ed: Raade van India, tegens den Heere
en Mr. Petrus Vuyst, gewezene gouveneur van Ceylon. Geëxecuteert tot Batavia, den 19.
Mey, 1732.
[Batavia?, 1732]. 4°. Original blue wrappers.
€ 3500
Rare first edition, probably printed in Batavia, of the sentence against Mr. Petrus Vuyst, Governor of
Ceylon between 1726 and 1729, pronounced by the Council of Justice at Batavia on 19 May 1732. Vuyst had
sentenced 19 innocent people to death and mistreated and tortured many others. He faced trial for these
severe charges, was found guilty and consequently executed at Batavia’s castle on 3 June, 1732.
Three other editions appeared in Holland, all printed after this original edition (“Na een origineel Copy
van Batavia, zoo en gelyk het den gevangene is voorgelese” (Landwehr 1012–1014). Very good copy.
12 pp. Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 1011; STCN (2 copies); cf. Knuttel 16915–16916. ☞ More on our website

Only edition of a biography of the leader
of the Portuguese campaign in India
15. CO U TO, Diogo do. Vida de D. Paulo de Lima Pereira capitam mo’r de armadas do
estado da India … o Hercules Portuguez.
Lisbon, Jozé Filippe, 1765. 8°. Contemporary mottled calf, gold-tooled spine.
€ 4500
Rare first edition of the only account of the life of Paulo de Lima Pereira (1538–1589), leader of the Portuguese
military campaign in India. It was originally written in 1611 by the captain’s friend, the historian Diogo do
Couto (ca. 1542–1616), but not published until the present edition, more than 150 years later, with a foreword
by the celebrated Portuguese bibliographer Diogo Barbosa Machado. The section on the shipwreck and
death of Paulo de Lima was taken from the manuscript and published in Brito’s História trágico-maritima
(1729–1736). It includes the attack on the Malabar pirate Khunali and the destruction of Johor Lama,
Singapore.
Couto (1542–1616) impressed the Lisbon court in general and King João’s brother Luis of Portugal in
particular at an early age. Under Luis’s patronage he studied at the Jesuit college and elsewhere. Luis died
in 1555, however, and Couto set off for Portuguese India as a soldier in 1556. Aside from a visit to Portugal
in 1569–1571, he was to remain in Asia for the rest of his life, staying mostly at Goa, but also serving the
military in the Red Sea and the Gulf.
One quire heavily browned, some other leaves slightly browned, one leaf with a tear, wormholes throughout
the foot margin, and the spine slightly rubbed and with a few wormholes, but mostly in good condition.
[16], 426, [5], [1 blank] pp. Boxer, The tragic history of the sea 1589–1622; Innocêncio II, p. 155; G.P. Rouffae, “Encyclopaedieartikelen” in: Bijdragen tot de taal-, land – en volkenkunde LXXXVI, pp. 196–201. ☞ More on our website

First European biography of Timur derived from an Arabic source
16. DU BEC-CRESPIN, Jean. The historie of the great emperour Tamerlan wherein are
expressed, encounters, skirmishes, battels, sieges, assaults, skalings, taking of cities and strong
places, defended, and assaulted, with diverse stratagems of warre, the which this great and
renowned warriour hath conducted and accomplished, during his raigne of fortie or fiftie
yeares: with other instructions for the warre, which should not be unknowen of them that
would attaine unto the knowledge of armes. Drawen from the auncient monuments of the
Arabians, by messire Jean du Bec, abbot of Mortimer. Newly translated out of French into
English, for their benefite which are ignorant in that language. by H.M.
London, R. Field for Willam Ponsonby, 1597. 4°. With a woodcut device on the title-page,
woodcut initials, head – and tail-pieces.17th-century calf, 19th century gold-tooled spine.

€ 35 000
Very rare first edition of the first English translation of
Histoire du grand empereur Tamerlanes (Rouen 1585), the
first European account of the life of Timur (Tamerlane)
based on an Arabic source. The successful and barbaric
14th-century conqueror Timur created an empire stretching from Syria to India, rivaled the Ottoman Empire
and ventured to China. In 16th century England Timur
was made famous through Christopher Marlowe’s play
Tamburlaine (1590). Marlowe had access to Du BecCrespin’s French manuscript (Martin), so even though
the present English account appeared seven years after
Marlowe’s famous play, it translates the French text that
served as his main source. The story of Timur was already
known in Europe through several authors, but Du BecCrespin stands out as the first European author who based
his work on an Arabic source, which he calls “Alhacen”.
Arabic authors were responsible for the survival of the
supposed autobiography of Tamburlaine, the Mulfazat
Timury. The English translation is sometimes credited to
Humphrey Mildmay.
Small owner’s mark of James Sotheby (1682–1742) in pencil on title-page “J.S. Sept 23rd, 1731”; bookplate
on front paste-down of C.W.H. Sotheby; bookplate of Dr. & Mrs. H.R. Knohl “Fox Pointe Collection”.
Lacking the final blank leaf. Light stain in the margin of the first and last few pages. Leaves trimmed a
little close at the head, occasional marginal marking or finger-soiling. The binding is slightly worn, corners
bumped. Otherwise in very good condition.
[4], 265, [1] pp. ESTC S109956; M.R. Martin (ed.), Tamburlaine the great, pp. 16–18. McJannet, L., The Sultan speaks, p. 97.
☞ More on our website

Very rare detailed court proceedings
giving insight into European trade with India
17. [E A S T I N D I A CO M PA N Y ]. Papers respecting illicit trade. April, 1799.
[London, East India Company, 1799]. 4°. With 10 folding tables. Modern half calf, marbled
sides, red and gold title shield, with new endpapers.
€ 4950
First issue of the first and only edition of a collection of transcripts of court proceedings relating to British
trade with India. By order of the General Court in London all papers relating to illicit trade to and from
India had to be published in 1799, which resulted in the publication of the present volume. All shipping
carried out under other flags than the British was considered illicit. The 10 folding tables contain the cargo
information of a Danish vessel that shipped goods for sale to India in 1797 (iron, glass, tools and textiles).
The text provides detailed information about European (Dutch, Danish, Swedish and German) shippers
and their cargo intended for India. Although the 10 folding tables are not numbered, they fill the 20-page
gap in the pagination (pp. 113–132), and the single leaf between pages 394 and 457 is labelled “395–456” on
the recto and is blank on the verso.
Small stain in the upper margin of the first few pages, slight foxing tot the last few pages. Last page slightly
damaged.
(1)–26, [2], (1)–112, [113]-[132],, 133–394, “395–456”, [1 blank], (4576)-(583, [1 blank4]), *1–(*165, [1 blank6] pp). including
10 folding tables. WorldCat (4 compl. copies). ☞ More on our website

Secret correspondence between Tipu Sultan and the French
18. [E A S T I N D I A CO M PA N Y ]. [T I P U S U LTA N, Zaman Shah D U R R A N I ,
N A P O L E O N B O N A PA RT E and others]. Official documents, relative to the negotiations carried on by Tippoo Sultaun, with the French Nation, and other foreign states,
for purposes hostile to the British nation; to which is added, proceedings of a Jacobin club,
formed at Seringapatam, by the French soldiers in the corps commanded by M. Dompart,
with a translation … Printed by order of the … Governor General …
Calcutta, Honorable Company’s Press, 1799. Super Royal 4° (33.5 × 25 cm). Never bound,
but side stitched through 3 holes.
€ 6500
A British propaganda publication, printed in Calcutta, transcribing “secret” documents that the British
supposedly found in the palace of Seringapatam: primarily Tipu Sultan’s correspondence with the French,
considered a betrayal of the British. Tipu Sultan (1750–1799), ruler of the Kingdom of Mysore in southern
India, took part in a long-standing military feud with the British, but made peace with them in 1792. When
the French under Napoleon made a push for India in 1798 the British attacked Tipu’s forces once again,
starting the Fourth Anglo-Mysore War and eventually killing Tipu Sultan in the attack on Seringapatam.
He had a fearsome reputation as the “Tiger of Mysore” and the present publication attempts to discredit
him as a traitor. His supposed affiliation with the French Jacobin Club would have especially concerned
British readers. Most of the correspondence between Tipu Sultan, the French and their allies (including
Zaman Shah Durrani, ruler of what was to become Afghanistan) is printed in parallel columns in English
and French. Neil Benjamin Edmonstone translated the Persian and G.G. Keble the French.
In good condition. Wholly untrimmed and with most bolts unopened and the point holes present.
XX, [2], 195, [1] pp. Shaw, Printing in Calcutta, 359; Shaw, SABREB, sab00086.
☞ More on our website

Confirming the death of a former employee of the Compagnie des Indes
19. [M A N U S C R I P T – F R E N C H E A S T I N D I A CO M PA N Y ]. Death certificate
of a former employee of the French East India Company.
Puducherry (Pondichéry), 2 November 1786. 2°. 
€ 750
Manuscript death certificate, including a red wax seal, of a former employee of the French East India
Company who is buried in the cemetery of the Église Notre-Dame-des-Anges in Puducherry, which was the
capital of the Indian district (and later also the larger union territory) of the same name, which was ruled
by the French from 1673 to 1954. The certificate is signed by the reverend father Damas, who was superior
of Puducherry, and was authenticated by the authorizing officer of the French East India Company JeanFrançois de Moracin, who was also commissioner general of the ports and naval arsenals in the colonies.
In good condition.
[2] pp. ☞ More on our website

First edition of the first English translation
of the poems by the Persian Sufi poet Hafez
20. HAFEZ [Khwaaja Shams-ud-Din Muhammad Hafez-e Shirazi]. The Dīvān, written
in the fourteenth century by Khwāja Shamsu-d-Dīn Muhammad-i-Hāfiz-i-Shīrāzī otherwise
known as Lisānu-l-Ghaib and Tarjumānu-l-Asrār. Translated for the first time out of the Persian into English prose, with critical and explanatory remarks, with an introductory preface,
with a note on Sūfīism, and with a life of the author, by: Lieut.-Col. H. Wilberforce Clarke.
Calcutta, Government of India Central Printing Office, 1891. 2 volumes. Large 4°. Titles and
mottos printed in red and black. Original publisher’s vellum.
€ 6500
”Very rare” first edition of the first English
translation of the poems by Khwāja Shams-udDīn Muhammad Hāfez-e Shīrāzī known by his
pen name Hafez, or Hafiz, “the memorizer; the
(safe) keeper”; 1315–1390). This critical translation of The Dīvān of Hafez is printed at the
expense of the translator and editor Henry
Wilberforce Clarke (1840–1905) at the Central
Press of the Government of India, Calcutta.
Clark dedicated his translation to his uncle
Henry M. Clarke of the Bengal civil service. In
1974 The Octagon Press published a facsimile
edition of Clarke’s translation.
Hafez’s collected works are regarded as a
pinnacle of Persian literature and are often
found in the homes of people in the Persianspeaking world, who learn his poems by heart
and still use them as proverbs and sayings.
Hafez wrote primarily in the literary genre of
lyric poetry, or ghazals, the ideal style for expressing the ecstasy of divine inspiration in the mystical form
of love poems. He is considered one of the early and prolific poets working in and shaping the Sufi philosophy (see the introduction by Gertrude Lowthian Bell to her annotated translation: Poems from the Divan
of Hafiz (London 1897), esp. pp. 1–63).
Henry Wilberforce Clarke was an officer in the British India corps of Bengal engineers, and the grandson of
William Stanley Clarke, director (1815–1842) and chairman (1835–1836) of the East India Company. Clarke
also translated poems by other Persian mystic poets including Saadi, Nizami and Suhrawardi, as well as
writing some works himself.
In good condition.
[2], XLIV, 494; [4], 495–1011 pp. Peter Avery, The collected lyrics of Hafiz of Shiraz (2006); Parvin Loloi, Hafiz, master of Persian
poetry: a critical bibliography (2004). ☞ More on our website

First edition of the first substantial book
to be printed in Calcutta:
an important document
in 18th-century colonial politics
21. [H A S T I N G S, Warren.] A narrative of the
insurrection which happened in the Zemeedary
of Banaris in the month of August 1781, and of
the transactions of the Governor-General in that
district; with an appendix of authentic papers and
affidavits.
Calcutta, printed by order of the Governor General. Charles Wilkins superintendant of the Press,
1782. Large 4°. Contemporary calf, gold-tooled
spine title: “Insurrection at Banaris”.
€ 4950
First edition of the first substantial book to be printed in Calcutta (preceded only by seven minor printed
publications): an important document in 18th-century colonial politics.
A narrative of the insurrection is Hastings’s own account of a major incident that proved to be a turning
point in his career as Governor-General of Bengal. It refers to the case of Chait Singh, Raja of Benares,
who from 1778 onwards (because of the war with France) was obliged to pay additional tribute to the East
India Company. After he failed to pay in full in 1780, Hastings sent troops to Benares to put him under
arrest. But the small British force was massacred by the Raja’s men and the governor-general barely escaped
with his life. In the next months, however, the insurgents were defeated again and again. Chait Singh took
flight, and an augmented permanent tribute was imposed upon his successor. Hastings prevailed but his
punitive conduct was condemned by the Company’s directors, and initiated the train of events that led
to his impeachment in 1787. In the Narrative – anticipating the censure of the incidents of his expedition
in England – he produced, as a measure of precaution, documentary evidence of the rebellious intentions
of the Raja.
Hastings’s present account provided source material for Edgar Alan Poe’s “Tale from the ragged mountain”,
first published in Godey’s magazine (April 1844).
With an interesting contemporary manuscript note by Colonel James Morgan. With armorial bookplate
(gold on white leather) of Chandos Leigh (1791–1850). Manuscript notes at foot of pp. 89 and 94. With
the binding expertly restroed. Lacking the half-title; first leaves with some foxing, insignificant marginal
tear in fol. 2R4, neat repair to foot of fol. 2A1, not affecting the text.
[6], 70, [2], 214. Graham Shaw, Printing in Calcutta to 1800, no. 13. ☞ More on our website

Massive navigational directory,
with sections on the Arabian Sea, the Red Sea and the Gulf
22. H O R S B U RG H , James, Gerrit K U I J PE R and D. B O E S LU T J E N S . Zeemans-gids, naar, in en uit Oost-Indiën, China, Japan, Australiën, de Kaap de Goede Hoop,
Braziliën en tusschenliggende havens, volgens de vierde Engelsche uitgave van James Horsburgh, …
Amsterdam, C.F. Stemler, (back of half-title: printed in Haarlem by H. Bakels), 1841. 4°.
Contemporary half calf, spine lettered in gold, marbled sides.
€ 3750
First edition of the Dutch translation, based on the fourth English edition, of a massive navigational
directory, with exhaustive information on the Arabian Sea, the Red Sea, and the Arabian (Persian) Gulf,
including detailed entries on Sharjah, Dubai (“Debay”), Abu Dhabi (“Abozhubbie”) and Bahrain, not
only covering navigational details, but also the inhabitants, pearl fishery, geography, commerce etc. It
was compiled by James Horsburgh (1762–1836), hydrographer and chart maker to the British East India
Company, chiefly from recent journals of ships employed by the Company. The present edition was not
only translated but also expanded by the engineer Gerrit Kuijper and merchant D. Boes Lutjens. The rest
of the text contains sailing routes to different parts of the world, mostly India, Southeast Asia and the East
Indies, but also covering the African coasts, China, Japan, Australia and Brazil.
This copy has an extra leaf after the index, containing a list of subscribers. Large bookplate on the front
paste-down and the Antwerp Maritime museum’s blind stamp on the half-title. Owner’s inscription at
head of half-title. Binding worn along the extremities, small label on front board. Otherwise in very good
condition.
I–XII, [2], XIII–XXIV, XXVIII, 1376 pp. Cat. NHSM, pp. 76–77; cf. Cook, “Horsburgh, James (1762–1836)”, in: ODNB (online
ed.). ☞ More on our website

British military terrain map of the Persian Gulf, published in Calcutta
23. H U N T E R, Frederic Fraser (editor); Sir Sidney Gerald B U R R A R D (director).
Southern Asia series – Southern Persia sheet – Persia, Arabia and Turkey in Asia
[Dehradun, Survey of India Office], sold at the Map Record and Issue Office, Calcutta,
1912. 61.5 × 88 cm. Large photozincographed (heliozincographed) folding map on a scale of
1:2,000,000 in black, blue and red, with relief shown by contours, hachures and gradient
tints. Folded.
€ 15 000
Large detailed terrain map of the Persian Gulf and the surrounding area with a legend of geographic
denominations in English, Arabic and Persian, such as “Fort: Qasr (Arabic), Kaleh, Kalat (Persian)”. The
map shows terrain levels in particular detail and the major roads, railways and telegraph lines. The sheet
latitude limits are: “24° – 32° north and 44° – 60° south”, including Qatar, Kuwait, the Emirates, Saudi
Arabia, Iran, Iraq and more.
The map was published in 1912 by the India Survey Office under the direction of Sir Sidney Gerald Burrard
(1860–1953), who was Colonel and Surveyor General of India in that year. He was closely involved in the
geographical and cartographic survey of India, especially the Himalayas, and retired one year after publication of the present map.
As the Southern Persia sheet, the present map is part of a very large 9-sheet combined map covering the
area from the Red Sea to India, called the Survey of India Southern Asia Series (1912–1945). The present
map and a separately published index could be obtained only on application through an officer at the Map
Record and Issue Office in Calcutta.
Some slight foxing. A tiny tear on the crossing of two folds, bottom edge frayed. Otherwise in good
condition.
Daniel Foliard, “Conflicted cartographies of a peninsula”, in: Geographies of contact, 2019, pp. 71–76; F. Fraser Hunter,
“Reminiscences of the map of Arabia and the Persian Gulf ”, in: The geographical journal, 54 (1919), pp. 355–363. ☞ More on our
website

Key reference work for the East India Company surveys of India
24. I N D I A O F F I C E. A catalogue of manuscript and printed reports, field books, memoirs, maps, etc., of the Indian surveys, deposited in the map room of the India Office.
London, George E. Eyre & William Spottiswoode (colophon), 1878. Large 8°. Contemporary
cloth, title in gold on spine.
€ 600
First and only edition of a catalogue of the material held in the London India Office that was produced
by the Indian Surveys for the East India Company. The catalogue was printed by order of her Majesty’s
Secretary of State for India in council. It is a key reference work for all studies on the East India Company
era in Indian and British history.
Shelf mark on spine, library plate on front paste-down (Scheepvaartmuseum Amsterdam). Slight foxing
on the first and last couple pages. Otherwise in very good condition.
XXI, [1 blank], 672 pp. ☞ More on our website

The official narrative of proceedings
in the Home Department of the Viceroy of India,
Victor Alexander Bruce, 9th Earl of Elgin, 1894–1898
25. [I N D I A]. Summary of the principal measures of the Viceroyalty of the Earl of Elgin
in the Home Department, January 1894 to December 1898.
Calcutta, Office of the Superintendent of Government printing, India, 1898. 2°. With armorial vignette on title-page. Blind-stamped blue cloth, title in gold on spine, blue decorated
endpapers.
€ 650
The official Summary, always published at the end of a Viceroy-ship, by the Office of the Superintendent
of Government printing in Calcutta, containing the narrative of proceedings of the Home Department,
in this case from January 1894 to December 1898, the time the 9th Earl of Elgin served in that function.
The extensive contents (pp. i-iv) refers always to the pages in the appendices, pp. 1–6156 (!), not present.
During his time as Viceroy, famine broke out in India, in which Elgin reportedly admitted that up to 4.5
million people died. Other estimates have put the death toll at 11 million people. His administration in
India was otherwise notable for the Afridi frontier uprisings of 1897–1898.
With the label of the Home Department Juridical Branche on the front board and a second label with
the shelfmark, and stamps of the Ministry of Home Affairs on title-page and elsewhere, including a
“Confidential” stamp. Head of both boards damaged and damp-stained, front hinge worn, front endpapers
loose, slightly browned throughout.
[2], IV, [2], 84 pp. Bence-Jones, Mark. The Viceroys of India (London, 1982). ☞ More on our website

Rare Indian paintings on transparent mica,
showing modes of transportation
26. [IN DIA – PAI NTI NG – MI NI ATU RES]. [Album with Indian miniature paintings on mica].
[India, ca. 1800]. 12 gouache paintings on mica, each miniature (ca. 11 × 16 cm) mounted on
a stiff black paper support, each miniature framed with strips of tape. Contemporary blindtooled calf.
€ 3500
Album of 12 rare Indian Patna kalam (also called Company school) miniature paintings in gouache, in this
case on mica, made in southern India around 1800 for the European market, depicting different modes of
transportation for high ranked persons.
Patna kalam Indian miniatures mix of European and Indian (particularly Mogul) styles and originated
through the presence of the East India Companies and their influence on native traditions in 19th-century India, hence the name “Company” school. They were made by Indian artists, mostly for European
customers, and as a result brought together European taste and Indian artistic tradition.
The subject matter of Company school paintings was mostly taken from everyday life with an emphasis on
the culturally complex social classification of Indian society, the caste system, as is the case in the present
12 miniatures, which depict various modes of transportation for high-ranked persons. 4 depict palanquins,
1 a military messenger riding a camel, 2 high ranked persons riding an elephant, 1 a man on horse-back
and 3 chariots.
The present series is similar to one in the McLean Museum and Art Gallery, 1976.25.1–15.
Mica is a brittle substance, so such miniatures are rarely found in good condition. The present series inevitably has a few cracks in the paint of most miniatures, 2 have small cracks in the mica and 2 have a large tear
in the margin of the paper support. The album covers are slightly rubbed. Otherwise in very good condition.
12 ll. Cf. Laura Berivan Nilsson, Picturing the unknown: the Tranquebar initiative, vol. 11 (2015). ☞ More on our website

Documenting the Indian caste system and the Indian social norms
and practices from a Christian point of view
27. [F R E N C H I N D I A – M A N U S C R I P T]. Des castes Indiennes.
Karaikal, 11 April [1743]. 4° (ca. 24 × 18.5 cm). Manuscript written in dark brown ink on beige
laid paper. Blue mottled stiff paper wrappers.
€ 4750
French manuscript, written in Karaikal (French India since 1739), which gives a detailed explanation of the
Indian caste system: the author explains in the beginning of the text that the French people are ill-informed
about it. To illustrate the Indian caste system, the anonymous author tells lively anecdotes and makes
comparisons with French social classes and parallels to biblical stories.
The author not only describes the details of the four castes (Brahmin, Raj, Vaisya and Sudra) including
their hierarchy and advantages, the purpose of this social structure and the experience of those who lose
their caste. He goes further speculates about the way different cultures criticize each other’s morals. He
argues that all nations criticize each other in some way, simply because the habits of cultures differ, each
with its own good reasons. He also wrote about the extent of superstition in the customs of Indian people,
for example the beliefs surrounding cows. He concludes that not all their customs are superstitious. The
author clearly views Indian cultural practices with a certain gentleness.
Somewhat worn at the extremities and spine, slightly foxed on the front paste-down and a little dust soiled
on the first page. Otherwise in good condition.
[23], [1 blank] pp. ☞ More on our website

A teenage sailor’s adventures in Arabia, Mumbai and elsewhere
28. J A M E S, Silas. A narrative of a voyage to Arabia, India; &c; …; with remarks on the
genius and disposition of the natives of Arabia Felix; …
London, printed by William Glindon, sold by the author, [1797]. 8°. With a frontispiece
portrait of the author engraved by William Newman. Modern dark brown calf, gold-tooled
spine.
€ 8500
First edition, second issue (with a cancel title-page and an added list of about 160 subscribers) of a young
man’s detailed account of his adventures as a teenage member of the crew of a British transport ship in the
years 1780 to 1784. He gives accounts of people, customs, food, animals and events in the places he visits,
first the Cape, then up the African coast to the Arabian peninsula and on to Bombay (Mumbai) where
he found his father, deserted his ship and lived royally for more than a year before he was captured and
returned to his ship. On the return voyage he gives an account of Madagascar. He also gives a lively view
of the rough and tumble day to day life on board the ship and of the cruelties of some captains.
With an 1801 owner’s inscription on a flyleaf. A couple sheets were under-inked on one side, but remain
easily legible. With a small puncture hole through the first few leaves and occasional minor browning or
foxing, but still in very good condition and only slightly trimmed. A very intimate view of a teenager’s life
and adventures sailing to Arabia and India.
“VI” [= VIII], 7, [1 blank], [1], 10–232 pp. ESTC T139719 (8 copies); Mendelssohn I, 765; not in Blackmer; Gay, Bibl. de l’Afrique
et l’Arabie. ☞ More on our website

Extremely rare account of the capture of Java by the British in 1811,
dedicated by the author and with a manuscript map and notes
29. [M I L I TA R I A – J AVA]. [TAY LO R, Thomas William?]. The lay of Cornelis, in
three cantos. By an officer who was present at the storm of the French camp, at that place,
26th August, 1811.
Kolkata (Calcutta), The Telegraph Press, 1812. Large 8°. With a folding manuscript map of
the battle tipped in before the title-page (22 × 18 cm). Contemporary half red morocco, blue
paper sides, gold-tooled spine, marbled edges, blue endpapers.
€ 4250
Only copy located of the first (and only separately published) edition of a poem printed in Kolkata, celebrating the British Army’s invasion of Java in 1811The anonymously published account was written by
Captain Thomas William Taylor (1782–1854), who witnessed the attack. He dedicated the present copy
in a manuscript inscription to his “friend and cousin” Arthur Howe Holdsworth (1780–1860), an English
merchant and politician.
A manuscript map of Batavia, Weltevreden and surroundings with notes was tipped in before the title-page,
titled “Plan for squire Holdsworth to read the Gazette by P.T.” and in a different hand in pencil “Col. P.
Taylor”. The map was drawn after the descriptions in the printed text and as the notes suggest made by
Taylor for the dedicatee Holdsworth.
The present copy was rebound slightly later, in between
144 blank leaves, on which a great amount of manuscript
additions were made by an unknown, slighlty later hand.
These additions include 4 poems about other British battles:
a poem about William Wallace (ca. 1272 – 1305) who
commanded the Scottish against the British in the First
Scottish War of Independence; a vow of guerrilla fighters; a
poem about the Whiteboys (a secret Irish organisation: some
members joined the 1798 rebellion against the British) and a
laudatory poem about Russia’s resistance to Napoleon’s 1812
invasion.
We have located no other copy: it is not in the online catalogues of the National Library or the University Library in
Kolkata. There is no relevant catalogue of the India Office
Library in London, but no copy appears in the online
catalogue of the British Library, which acquired most of the
India Office collection in 1982. Although Hodson notes both
the present 1812 edition and the 1825 version, he gives no
physical description, so he may have known the present edition only from a reference in the 1825 Gazette.
With a manuscript dedication on the first endpaper and many additional manuscript pages. Binding slightly
rubbed and worn, corners bumped, second endleaf loose, otherwise in very good condition.
2 ll with manuscript text, 36 blank ll, [1], IV, 64 pp, 3 blank ll, 16 ll with manuscript text, 193 blank ll. V.C.P. Hodson, Historical
records of the Governor-General’s boy guard, 1910, p. 71; not in NUC; not in WorldCat. ☞ More on our website

First Prákrit edition of an Indian folktale by the ancient poet Kálidása
30. KÁLIDÁSA. Vikramorvasi; or Vikrama and Urvasi: a drama. … With a commentary,
explanatory of the Prákrit passages.
Calcutta, printed at the Education Press, Circular Road, 1830. Large 8°. Except for the title-page, the book is entirely in the Prákrit language and set in a single size of Devanagari
type. Contemporary half calf.
€ 575
The first Prákrit edition, printed in 1830 in Calcutta, of one of the three dramas we can attribute to the
classical Sanskrit poet Kálidása. In five plays, it tells the Vedic love story, founded on a legend related in the
Satapatha-Brâhmana, of King Pururavas (or Vikrama) and an Aspara, the celestial nympf Urvasi. The drama
tells of the tragic love between the mortal Pururavas and the divine nympf Urvasi, where Pururavas has to
lift the curse on Urvasi by showing valour. The play is remarkable because of the richness of the Prákrit (an
Indian dialect that can be regarded as the language of the lower orders) in both structure and metrical code.
With the library stamp of the Institut Catholique Toulouse. Binding slightly worn, head and foot of spine
cracked, front hinge weak, corners slightly bumped, some minor foxing, but otherwise in good condition.
[4], 122 pp. (numbered in Prákrit). Ancient and Mediaeval India II, pp. 191–206; Luthra, Tales from Kalidasa (2006), p. 76;
preface to the 1826 English ed. by Horace Hayman Wilson (Calcutta, V. Holcroft, Asiatic Press), pp. 3–11. ☞ More on our website

A landmark of hadith scholarship: rare first English edition
of a noted Sunni text, printed in Calcutta
31. K H AT I B A L -T I B R I Z I , Muhammad ibn ’Abd Allah (Arnold N. Matthews,
trans.). Mishcàt-ul-Masábìh, or, A collection of the most authentic traditions, regarding
the actions and sayings of Múhammed; exhibiting the origin of the manners and customs,
the civil, religious and military policy of the Muslemàns.
Calcutta, T. Hubbard at the Hindoostanee Press. 1809–1810. 2 volumes. Small 2° (23.5 × 31
cm). Contemporary sheepskin, flat spines with red morocco labels.
€ 15 000
The Mishcàt-ul-Masábìh (niche for lamps) by al-Khatib al-Tabrizi (also known as Wali al-Din, d. 741 AH or
1340/41 CE), a revised and expanded version of the Masábìh al-Sunnah by al-Baghawi, adding approximately
1500 hadith (short non-Quranic texts by or approved by Muhammad). This important Sunni text was first
translated into English by Capt. Matthews of the Bengal Artillery. Although some of the original hadith are
not included and others incorrectly translated, this attempt to publish a translation from the Arabic was a
noted accomplishment for its time. The list of subscribers accounts for 122 copies, with an additional 100
copies noted as being published on order of the Governor General in Council for the Honourable Company.
A statement in a 1848 issue of the Journal of Sacred Literature suggests that most copies of the work were
destroyed at sea, yet it was still advertised for sale in 1817 in the Literary panorama (at the price of £4.4s).
Some browning throughout, more pronounced in endpapers, a short tear in the foot of vol. 1, not affecting
the text, but still in good condition. A rare Calcutta imprint, bound in India.
[6], IX, [1], VI, 665, [1]; [2], VI, 817, [13] pp. WorldCat 15466515. ☞ More on our website

Very rare and important account of Punjab before the Anglo-Sikh War,
printed in Delhi
32. L AWRE N C E, Henry Montgomery. Some passages in the life of an adventurer in the
Punjab. Originally published in the Delhi Gazette.
Delhi, Gazette Press, by Kunniah Lall, 1842. 8°. With a loosely inserted letterpress printed
“Note by the publishers” declaring that in hindsight the publisher would have preferred this
edition in larger dimensions and in 2 volumes, but the printer lacked understanding of “the
art of book printing”. Also included is a manuscript note with bibliographical information
relating to Indian printing. Contemporary half red roan with gold-tooled title on spine,
marbled sides. 
€ 5250
First edition of one of the first titles published by the Gazette Press in Delhi and printed by Kunniah
Hall. The content is a collection of articles that were previously published in the Delhi Gazette, written by
Brigadier-General Sir Henry Montgomery Lawrence. He was an advocate for the independence of Punjab
and died while defending that in Lucknow, earning the nickname “Lawrence of Lucknow”. The book
offers a wealth of information on the Punjabs in the form of fictionalised memoirs of Colonel Bellasis,
providing many hardly known details about the region and people to the Western reader. Therefore it is
of great importance.
The present first edition is very rare, WorldCat only offers 3 copies worldwide and we traced 2 more copies
in Oxford and the British Library.
From the library of Edward Thornton (1799–1875), with his owner’s inscription on the front paste-down.
Thornton was East India House Officer and author of The History of the British Empire in India (1842).
Spine restored with the original spine label laid onto backstrip. Covers slightly rubbed. Otherwise in very
good condition.
[IV], [III], 275 pp. WorldCat (3 copies); for the author: Riddick p. 211. ☞ More on our website

Drawing of a scene on the Coromandel Coast
for an engraving in a book by Johann Georg Jacobi
33. [D R AW I N G – I N D I A]. L I P S, Johann Heinrich. Die Küste Coromandel.
[Zürich, 1803]. Pen drawing (10.3 × 6.3 cm) in grey ink with washes on paper (12.5 × 8.5 cm),
signed by the artist in the lower right corner of the illustration and with the title in pencil
in the lower margin. The whole mounted on a larger paper leaf (with notes: “dessin no 522”
and “Lips f.” in ink), with a passepartout and in a gilt wooden frame.
€ 6500
Skilfully executed pen and ink drawing by the notable Swiss draughtsman Johann Heinrich Lips (1758–1817),
showing a naval officer on a tropical beach on the Coromandel Coast, being welcomed by four half-naked local women with their five children. In the background are three native men in a small rowing boat
touching the beach. The present drawing was made for an illustration in Johann Georg Jacobi’s Iris. Ein
Taschenbuch für 1804 to accompany a text by Franz Xaver Schnetzler titled “Le Vaillant und Mungo Park”
(pp. 157–184). The illustration was engraved by Lips himself and contains, besides the caption “Die Küste
von Coromandel”, the subtitle “Au seiner französischen Handschrift”, suggesting the drawing was made
after one found in a French manuscript.
Slightly browned along the edges of the paper (covered by the passepartout) and a few tiny specks. Otherwise
in very good condition.
Cf. Andreas Klein, Johann Georg Jacobi (2012), 359; Nagler VIII, pp. 555–558; Thieme & Becker XXXIII, p. 279. ☞ More on
our website

Grammar and vocabulary of Waziri Pashto.
34. LO R I M E R, John Gordon. Grammar and Vocabulary of Waziri Pashto.
Calcutta, Office of the superintendent of government printing, India, 1902. 8°. Half calf over
cloth boards. Marbled endpapers. Top edge gilt.
€ 2500
First edition, one of 400 copies, of the first printed grammar and vocabulary of Waziri Pashto, produced
to meet the needs of British officers stationed on the North-West Frontier (now Pakistan and Afghanistan),
grappling with the bewildering array of tribes and dialects found there. Lorimer based his work on the
dialect of the Mohmit Khel Waziris of the Tochi valley in Waziristan, which differed significantly from
standard literary Pashto: “The difference between the Waziri and Peshawar varieties of Pashto is hardly less
than that which separates broad Scots from cockney English, and like it extends to grammar and idiom as
well as vocabulary.” He apologizes for “the bluntness of a few expressions introduced into the vocabulary,
which were taken from the lips of living Waziris and are characteristic”. John Gordon Lorimer (1870–1914),
now best known for his monumental Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf, Oman, and Central Arabia (1908–1915),
studied at Edinburgh and Oxford, joining the Indian civil service in 1891. He served primarily in the Punjab
and on the North-West Frontier until 1900, thereafter in the foreign department of the government of India
at Simla. From 1909 he served as political resident at Baghdad.
Calf spotted; light foxing to first and last few leaves. A good, tight copy. The binding is spotted, but also
good.
[4], X, 345, [1]. OCLC 18437831. Not in Zaunmüller. ☞ More on our website

An extensive information source for British colonialists in Madras (India)
35. [BRITISH-INDIA]. The Madras almanac for the year of our lord 1829, calculated for
the meridian of Port St. George. To which are added: lists of the civil, judicial and medical
establishments, and of the Europeans not in the King’s or Company’s service. With other
matters of useful information.
Madras, Asylum Press, [1828?]. 8°. With 1 engraved hand-coloured folding plate showing
different kinds of ships’ flags. Lacking 2 leaves. Contemporary red sheepskin, sprinkled edges.
Rebacked in calf, red sheepskin spine label, blue paper pasted over the sides.
€ 1750
A rare issue of the Madras almanac, a landmark in the history of British-Indian colonial printing before the
Mutiny in 1857. Styled on European almanacs, it is a great source of information on India and especially
Madras in the years 1827–1829. The tradition of preparing and printing almanacs in India was quite new.
The Madras almanac, first printed in 1799 and initially called the Madras register (and later, until its demise
in 1935, the Asylum Press almanac), gives not only useful community information, such as birth and death
rates for 1827–1828 and domestic events, but also offers glimpses into the British colonial and native Indian
politics in India and the officers involved at that time.
It therefore provided much important information for the British Indian colonists. Of special practical
importance are the information and conversion tables for money, weights and measures and also the tables
of roads from Madras to principal towns and military stations in the region. The Madras Almanac a practical
guide for the British-Indian colonist in 1829, now provides us with a window into Madras society in the
period 1827 to 1829.
The original sheepskin rubbed and the later paper covering it chipped, corners bumped. Otherwise in
good condition.
[1 blank], [2], [1 blank], VI, 1–146, [2], 147–361, [1] blank, XXX, VIII pp. (lacking pp. 19–22). Orchiston, Sule & Vahia, The
Development of Astronomy and Astrophysics in India and the Asia-Pacific Region (2018), p. 271; this issue not in Worldcat. ☞ More
on our website

Unique first dated edition of a letter from a Portuguese Jesuit
in India and the East Indies
36. [M AG AG L I A N E S, Diego di]. Avvisi nuovi et certezza della parte di mezzo giorno.
Dove s’intende tre infideli Rè della fede Mahomettana convertiti, & battezzati con li suoi
regni, & venuti alla nostra Christiana fede.
Florence, 16 February 1571. Small 8° (15 × 10.5 cm). With the large woodcut coat of arms of
Pope Pius V (74 × 62 mm). Sewn in later stiff paper wrappers.
€ 12 500
Apparently unique Florence edition (the first dated edition, published at most a few months after the first
Rome edition) of a letter written on Madeira on 17 August 1570 by a Portuguese Jesuit missionary returning
from India. He gives an account of missionary work in the East Indies, India and possibly elsewhere from
August 1569 to January 1570 and particularly of the conversion of three Kings from Islam to Christianity.
In good condition, with the title-page very slightly abraded, minor foxing and a faint marginal water stain
not approaching the text.
[8] pp. Nijhoff, General catalogue 293 (1899), 221 “(Très rare” likely this copy); cf. De Backer & Sommervogel V, col. 307; EDIT
16 (1 copy of undated Rome ed.). ☞ More on our website

With 122 original pen and ink drawings
by Arthur Layard for his 1895 Mandeville
37. M A N D EV I L L E, John (edited and illustrated by Arthur L AYA R D). The marvellous adventures of Sir John Maundevile Kt. Being his voyage and travel which treateth of the
way to Jerusalem and of the marvels of Ind with other islands and countries …
Westminster, Archibald Constable & Co., 1895. With 26 full-page line illustrations and 102
smaller line illustrations.
With: (2) LAYARD, Arthur. [121 (of 128) original pen and black ink drawings to illustrate
the 1895 Mandeville plus the drawing for the spine of the binding].
[London, 1894–1895]. Original pen drawings in black ink on fine wove paper, mostly twice
the size of the illustrations as printed: 22 (ca. 31 × 18 cm) for the full-page illustrations and
99 smaller, plus the drawing for the gold-blocked spine of the publisher’s binding. 8° leaves
(printed book) & various sizes (drawings) in a 1° album (54 × 43.5 cm) in 2 volumes. Uniform
half green goatskin morocco album (ca. 1913), gold-tooled spine.
€ 22 500
A large album in two volumes containing not only all
leaves of Arthur Layard’s 1895 edition of Mandeville’s
travels, a bibliophile edition of one of the greatest travel
books of all time with 128 beautiful illustrations, but also
the gold-blocked cloth from the publisher’s binding, 121
of Layard’s original pen and ink line drawings for its
illustrations (nearly all twice the size of the illustrations
as printed) and his drawing for the gold blocking on the
spine, with its heraldic and other decoration.
Alongside Aubrey Beardsley and William Rotherstein,
Layard was one of the leading decorative symbolists, but
his present drawings for his Mandeville edition proved
his crowning achievement. The book’s mediaeval subject
matter suited it perfectly to the spirit of the time, under
the influence of John Ruskin and the gothic revival. It
appeared one year before William Morris’s Kelmscott
Chaucer, but while the Socialist Morris’s private press
produced luxury books for the wealthy, the more
pragmatic Layard worked with a commercial publisher to
bring his illustration and decoration to a larger audience.
Cecil Sebag-Montefiore (1873–1923) purchased Layard’s
Mandeville drawings from the publisher. In 1900 they were hanging in his house, where Layard had designed
his wood-panelled smoking room. He apparently had Riviere & son bind them with the leaves of the book
in the present album around 1913.
The leaves of the printed book and one drawing are very slightly browned and the drawings have occasionally
left a faint offset of the facing pages, but the whole album and its contents remain in very good condition,
most of the drawings fine.
xxx, “414” [= 416], [1], [1 blank] pp. For Mandeville and the text: Cambridge history of English literature (1976), pp. 78–87;
Howgego M39; Mee & Hammerton, The world’s greatest books XIX (1910), pp. 210–218; for Layard: The poster: an illustrated monthly
chronicle, IV (1900), pp. 16–19, & 43. ☞ More on our website

Highly detailed maritime atlas
38. G R E AT B R I TA I N M E T E O RO LO G I C A L O F F I C E. Monthly current charts
for the Indian Ocean. From information collated & prepared in the Meteorological Office.
London, Admiralty Hydrographic Office, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral W.
J. L. Wharton, 1895–1896. Plano. Oblong Royal 1° (full-sheet leaves: 51 × 62 cm). An atlas of
12 large black and white nautical charts. Limp cloth with gold-tooled title on front cover.

€ 3500
Rare maritime atlas with 12 charts of the Indian Ocean that provide information on currents for each month
of the year. The data was gathered from a great number of sources going back to the year 1830. Each chart
covers the same area, from Cape Town to Sydney and including the Arabian peninsula, India and China.
The currents and explanatory remarks very per chart depending on the meteorological circumstances, such
as seasons and monsoons. The twelve charts form part of a long series by the Great Britain Meteorological
Office publications, numbered 2939–2950. With an 1896 “Advertisement” by the Admiralty tipped in on
the front paste-down, providing a lengthy explanation for the charts.
From the library of the British Natural of History Museum, with 3 cancelled library stamps and a large
lithographed presentation bookplate with name in manuscript: “Captain W.H. Milner, R.M.S. ‘Para’”, all
neatly on the first blank page. Corners slightly curled, vertical fold in the front cover. Some discolouring
at the head of the first blank page. Otherwise in good condition.
[12] ll. plus the 1-page “Advertisement”. “New Maps”, in: The geographical journal 8, no. 2 (August 1896), pp. 197–200. ☞
More on our website

Naval commerce between Great Britain
and the coasts of Arabia and East Africa
39. M I L B U R N, William. Oriental commerce; or the East India trader’s complete guide;
containing a geographical and nautical description of the maritime parts of India, China,
Japan, and the neighbouring countries, including the Easter Islands, and the trading stations
on the passage from Europe; with an account of their respective commerce, productions,
coins, weights, and measures; their port regulations, duties, rates, charges, &c.
London, Kingsbury, Parbury and Allen, 1825. Large 8°. With 21 folding engraved maps. Contemporary calf, gold-tooled spine with black morocco label, gold fillets on boards. € 12 500
Second edition of a rare work on the practicalities of naval commerce between Britain and the coastal
societies east of Africa, edited and in some parts also expanded by Thomas Thornton from Milburn’s 1813
two-volume edition. It includes a substantial section on the coasts of Arabia and the Gulf: “Ras el Khima”
(“the capital of the Pirate Coast, … stands on a sandy peninsula … There are several castles, one of which
is the residence of their chief ”); “Bahreen Islands” (“Manama … is large and populous, the buildings are
well constructed, and the appearance of it more decent than any in the Gulph … The Saikh of Bahreen
refuses to acknowledge the supremacy of Persia, and suffers none of the coin in the islans to bear the titles
of the Persian Sovereign”), “El Katif ” (“is said to be a good harbour, and a place of trade, but is seldom
visited by Europeans”), etc. Kuwait was named “Grane” then, and Milburn, a sea captain serving the East
India Company, writes a lengthy section on articles procurable in the Gulf, ranging from arsenic and lapis
lazuli to pearls (“the oyster banks have from 15 to 30 feet water on them … The pearls produced here are
not so much esteemed in Europe as those of Ceylon, having a yellowish hue; but the natives of India prefer
them. They say they always retain their original colour: whereas the white will in a few years become darker,
from the heat of the weather, and that of the person wearing them”).
Binding rubbed; extremities with some wear. Scattered brown spotting; contemporary owner’s inscription
cut from head margin of title-page. Rare: the last copy on the market appeared at an auction in 2008.
[6], 586 pp. WorldCat 6878156; cf. Carter, Sea of pearls, p. 341 (1st ed.). ☞ More on our website

Letter about recently studies of India,
from the author of the pioneering “The Hindu pantheon”
to the orientalist and conservator of oriental manuscripts
of the Bibliothèque Royale
40. [AU TO G R A PH]. M O O R, Edward. [Autograph letter to Louis Langlès, signed].
London, 18 March 1823. 4°. Folded.
€ 1750
Autograph letter written in English by the British soldier and Indologist Edward Moor (1771–1848) to Louis
Langlès (1763–1824), a leading orientalist (especially for languages of India and the East Indies) and conservator of oriental manuscripts at the Bibliothèque Royale in Paris, now known as the Bibliothèque Nationale
de France. Langlès translated and annotated Persian texts about India and wrote or translated many later
books on Indian and oriental history and literature. Moor was soldier for the East India Company, but is
particularly known for his pioneering work on the Hindu religion, The Hindu pantheon (1810).
The present letter served in part as a cover letter accompanying a few books Moor sent to Langlès, both for
his own interest and as donations to the Bibliothèque Royale. Most were written by his relatives and friends.
Moor was establishing an Oriental Society in London and asks Langlès if he would consent to be made an
honorary member of this society. Moor also asks to whether he himself could be accepted as an honorary
member of the Asian Society in Paris and asked whether this Society would be willing to help him publish a
new work. At the end Moor mentions that he has also included a gift for Vivant Denon, the director of the
Louvre, and mentions that he might publish a new edition of his The Hindu pantheon. The letter contains
a manuscript note, maybe from Langlès himself, that it was received on 7 April 1823.
Upper right corner very slightly frayed, but otherwise in very good condition.
[4] pp. ☞ More on our website

Tea and its cultivation in Asam and Ceylon investigated:
presentation copy, with 22 original albumen prints
41. N E TS C H E R, H.J.Th., and Alexander Albert H O L L E. Verslag eener reis naar de
thee-districten van Britsch-Indie en Ceylon …
Including: Harold Hart MANN. Het ferment in het theeblad en zijne verhouding tot de
hoedanigheid der thee.
Batavia, G. Kolff & Co., 1903. 2 works in 1 volume. 2°. With 1 engraved double-page plate,
4 lithographed colour-plates and 22 albumen photographs with guard leaves containing text.
Contemporary brown cloth, title in gold, decorated endpapers.
€ 4850
Rare first and only edition of a report on the investigation of tea cultivation and production in Assam
(India) and Ceylon, with regard to the economic position of Java tea in the world market. The report was
printed but never put on the market, some copies were merely given to parties concerned with the tea
industry. The present copy belonged to Norbert Pieter van den Berg, head agent of the Dutch East Indian
commercial bank at Batavia and president of the Javanese bank.
The report discusses various aspects of tea and its cultivation, including the geographic dissemination,
different kinds of tea seeds, the conservation of tea seeds, the process of drying tea leaves and the arrangement of tea factories. But the book also describes some remarkable things that caught Netscher and Holle’s
attention of during their journey. They write, for example, about sugar and elephants. The 22 albumen
photographs in the present copy, inserted through the whole book, show mainly the tea gardens of Assam
and Ceylon, but also elephants and landscapes Netscher and Holle saw on their journey.
Presentation copy from the Cultuur Maatschappij Parakan-Salak to Norbert Pieter van den Berg, with some
bolts at the end of the book unopened. Head and foot of spine slightly rubbed, corners bumped, some
stains on the boards. Slightly browned, not affecting the text, otherwise in very good condition.
[2], 93, [1] pp. WorldCat (9 copies, not noting the albumen prints); for Netscher & Holle: All about tea, p. 128; Performing
otherness: Java and Bali on international stages, 1905–1952, p. 15; for Norbert Pieter van den Berg: Biographisch woordenboek der
Noord – en Zuidnederlandsche letterkunde, pp. 55–56. ☞ More on our website

British India’s foreign trade during the years 1874–1884
42. O’CO N O R, James Edward. Review of the accounts of the trade and navigation of
India for 1874–75, as compared with previous years.
Calcutta, Office of the superintendent of government printing, 1876.
With: (2–9) Review … for the official year … [1878–1884].
Calcutta/Simla, Government press, [1878–1884].
9 parts in 1 volume. 2°. Near contemporary red cloth.
€ 6500
First editions of the official yearly accounts of the trade between British India and other countries, all
compiled by the British administrator James Edward O’Conor (d. 1917). Included are the reviews of the
years from 1874 to 1884, only lacking the official year 1877–1878. Listed are the amount of trade with
foreign countries (including Aden, Turkey and countries surrounding the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea),
government transactions, customs revenues, foreign import and export products, listing numerous products
and materials together with the amount that has been imported or exported and the costs. “The two most
important items from Arabia are dates and pearls. … Gums, fishmaws and sharkfins, and salt are the most
prominent of the other articles imported” (ad 9, p.24). The section on export is divided between foreign
products and products of Indian manufacture that are being exported from India. Also included is a brief
section on provincial trade.
Library stamps. Browned, especially around the margins, with frequent small tears in the margins, second
leaf of ad 1 restored with tape and detached from book block.
☞ More on our website

”For Official Use Only.”
43. PAG E T, William Henry, M A S O N, A. H. & others (editors). Frontier and overseas
expeditions from India. Compiled in the intelligence branch of the divisions of the chief of
the staff army head quarters India. In six volumes. For official use only.
Simla, Government Monotype Press, 1907–1911. 8 volumes (6 plus 2 supplements). 8°. With
43 maps and 8 plans. Uniform contemporary half calf, green cloth sides, gold-stamped spine
labels.
€ 125 000
An excessively rare counterpart to Lorimer’s simultaneously published Gazetteer of the Gulf: like it, classified
at the time of its issuing as a confidential British government document and still well-nigh unobtainable in
the original printing, this third and last issue of Paget’s and Mason’s “Frontier and Overseas Expeditions”
remains the most important single source on Raj-based military frontier operations carried out up to the
First World War. The work was first compiled in 1873 by Colonel W. H. Paget as “A Record of Expeditions
against the North-West Frontier Tribes”, with the intention of providing a “valuable guide” to such British
commanders and policymakers as “might have future dealings with these turbulent neighbours”. It was
revised in 1884 by A. H. Mason of the Royal Engineers. Three decades later, the frontiers of British influence
had vastly expanded: they now reached to the borders of Afghanistan and Persia, and a newly compiled
record of expeditions was urgently required. Under the editorship of Lieutenant C. F. Aspinall and Major
R. G. Burton, the work known as “Paget & Mason” was thoroughly overhauled and expanded to six
volumes, replete with maps and each dealing with a distinct geographical division, with two supplements.
Only a few hundred copies would have been printed for circulation to British government departments,
regimental libraries, and agencies.
Corners somewhat bumped, but altogether a tightly bound, handsome and well-preserved set. 1910 and
1911 stamps of the Bareilly Brigade Military Library to most volumes (but stamp of W. B. Salmon to the
supplement to vol. 2).
Provenance: 1) 7th Division
Military Society, 1908; 2)
Bareilly Brigade Military
Library, 1910/11; 3) U.S.
private collection.
WorldCat 821799. ☞ More on
our website

A crucial moment in the history of the Russian expansion in Central Asia
44. [PE ROV S K Y, Vasily Aleksyeevic]. A narrative of the Russian military expedition to
Khiva, under General Perofski in 1839.
Calcutta, Office of superintendent government printing, 1867. 8°. With 1 folding plate (plan of the
camp, with the positions of the troops) and 1 folding map of the region Orenburg, Kazachstan.
Original publisher’s green cloth; re-backed with original backstrip laid down.
€ 4750
Rare first (and only early) edition of the English translation, probably made by J. Michell, of a Russian
account of the 1839 Khivan campaign in Uzbekistan under the command of the military governor of
Orenburg, Vasily Aleksyeevich Perovsky (1794–1857).
The Russo-Khivan War of 1839–1840 was a failed Russian attempt to conquer the capital of the Khanate
of Khiva, now Uzbekistan. Perovsky had been unable to convince Petersburg of the necessity of moving
against Khiva until news arrived that the British were launching what came to be called the First Afghan
War in 1839. A British move against Kabul required a Russian counter-move toward Central Asia, and Khiva
was the obvious target. Its purpose was to overthrow the existing khan and replace him with another more
receptive to Russian pressures.
Vasily Perovsky set out from Orenburg, the capital of Kazachstan in November 1839 with a force of 5000
men and 10,000 camels; a 1250-kilometer long march across an inhospitable steppe. Meeting unusually cold
weather, Perovsky’s force was compelled to turn back in February 1840, having lost 1000 men and almost
all the camels. The survivors did not make it back to Orenburg until June. More than thirty years after the
Russian defeat, Khiva was finally conquered during the Khivan campaign of 1873.
Ink stamp and shelf mark of Calcutta Mint Library at head of title, the stamp repeated on a few other pages,
book label of Peter Hopkirk. Slightly browned, a few small marginal wormholes (some neatly repaired),
small repairs to plate and endpapers, but otherwise in very good condition.
[2], ii, 182 pp. Baumann, Russian-Soviet unconventional wars in the Caucasus, Central Asia, and Afghanistan, p. 80; Creswicke
Rawlinson, England and Russia in the East, p. 139; Worldcat (1 copy). ☞ More on our website

The British admiralty’s pilot guide for the South Indian Ocean
45. [PILOT GUIDE]. South Indian Ocean pilot. Comprising Madagascar, Iles Comores,
Ile de la Réunion, Mauritius, the Seychelles, the Chagos Archipelago, and other islands lying
westward of longitude 80° East. Sixth edition.
London, hydrographic department, admiralty (colophon: printed by Butler & Tanner),
1946. 8°. With two maps, to be used as an index, 10 plates and a few illustrations in text.
Publisher’s beige cloth.
With: (2) Supplement no. 5–1956 relating to the South Indian Ocean pilot sixth edition,
1946 corrected to 23 April, 1956.
London, hydrographic department, admiralty (colophon: printed by Tinlling & Co., Liverpool), 1946. 8°. With a loosely inserted folding plate illustrating the system of buoyage.
Publisher’s wrappers.
€ 750
The standard pilot guide for the South Indian Ocean published by the British admiralty, with a foreword
by A.G.N. Wyatt, rear-admiral and hydrographer of the navy. The first chapter includes general information such as details on the islands’ government, dependencies, flora, fauna, populations, trade, products,
communication services, shipping, currency, weights and measures, time, health, etc. The other chapters
give detailed navigational details (directions, latitudes and longitudes, shoals, tides, winds, light beacons,
anchorage, dangers, etc.) for “Madagascar, Iles Comores, Ile de la Réunion, Mauritius, the Seychelles, the
Chagos Archipelago, and other islands lying westward of longitude 80° East”.
With deaccession stamps. A good copy.
XXX, 403, [1]; 46 pp. ☞ More on our website

The First Anglo-Afghan War:
an extraordinary snapshot of the North-West Frontier of British India
between 1840 en 1845.
46. [P U N J A B-B R I T I S H S E C R E TA R I AT]. Press lists of old records in the Punjab
Secretariat – Volume VII. – North-West Frontier Agency. Correspondence with Government,
1840–1845.
Lahore, printed by the superintendent, Government Printing, Punjab, 1915. 1 volume bound
as 2. 2°. With an addendum slip facing p. 197. Brown calf, with “Book 1” and “Book 2” in
gold on the spines.
€ 6500
A rare and extraordinary snapshot of the North-West Frontier of British India (now parts of India, Pakistan
and Afghanistan) between 1840 and 1845, the period of the First Anglo-Afghan War. It comprises abstracts
of official correspondence written during the period and preserved in the Punjab Secretariat, including
documents on the 1842 retreat from Kabul, British relations with Dost Mohammed Khan and the Sino-Sikh
War of 1841–1842. While much of the focus is military and political, there is also much of interest on legal
and financial matters, public health, policing and other matters. The North-West Frontier States Agency
was one of the colonial Agencies of British India exercising indirect rule.
Lacking the title-page, and pp. 3–4 as noted, with pp. 1–2 loose and damaged (with the loss of almost half
of their text), repairs to the upper outside corners of pp. 983–993 with some loss of text, slight browning.
[2?], 993 pp. Charles Allen, Soldier Sahibs: the men who made the North-West Frontier (2012). ☞ More on our website

“The greatest Christian missionary that Asia has ever produced”:
the earliest major indigenous Indian saint
and the earliest saint active in Ceylon
47. R E G O, Sebastião do. Vida do veneravel padre Joseph Vaz.
Lisbon, José Antonio Silva, 1745. Narrow 4° (20.5 × 14.5 cm). With a woodcut decoration on
the title-page. Dark blue morocco (ca. 1875/95), gilt edges.
€ 5750
Rare first edition, in the original Portuguese, of the first biography of the Catholic priest and missionary
Joseph Vaz (Goa, India 1651–Kandy, Ceylon, now Sri Lanka, 1711), born to Catholic parents from small
villages in the province of Goa: Brahmins said to have come from the Konkani ethnic and linguistic group.
The VOC (Dutch East India Company) had expelled the Portuguese from Ceylon in the years 1639–1658.
Dutch Calvinist missionaries began operating there and frequently persecuted and repressed Catholics,
in spite of the Dutch reputation for tolerance in their own republic. In 1687, concluding the his new
community could already stand on its own feet, Vaz emigrated to Ceylon to help Catholics there and
attempt to spread the faith, walking barefoot through the whole island, often disguised as a beggar. He
was briefly imprisoned, accused of being a Portuguese spy. When smallpox broke out in 1697, he both
cared for the sick and introduced hygienic regulations. He learned to speak both Sinhalese and Tamil and
remains a symbol of tolerance among rival ethnic groups. He was also befriended by the Buddhist King
Vimaladharmasuriya II of the East Ceylonese Kingdom of Kandy, which had negotiated with and fought
against both the Portuguese and the Dutch. He died in that kingdom. The revival of Catholicism in Ceylon
came largely thanks to his efforts. Although movements to grant him sainthood began already in 1713, Pope
John Paul II was to beatify him only in 1995 and Pope Francis to canonize him in 2014/15. John Paul called
him “the greatest Christian missionary that Asia has ever produced”.
Lacking the final blank leaf. In very good condition. Binding with a couple tiny scuffs on the board edges
and hinges but otherwise fine. Rare and important first edition of the life of a pioneering Indian missionary
in Ceylon.
[28], 354 pp. Daya De Silva, Portuguese in Asia (ca. 1987) 1895 (not seen); Innocêncio VII, 222; KVK & WorldCat (9 copies, incl.
those in Porbase); Porbase (3 copies); for Vaz: Finn, Encyclopedia of Catholicism, pp. 625–626; for Rousselle: Fléty, p. 156. ☞ More
on our website

Shah Jahan, Begum of Bhopal,
becomes the second female member of the Order of the Star of India
48. [SHAH JAHAN, Begum of BHOPAL],
Thomas George B A R I N G and others. [Official documents related to the investiture of Sultan
Shah Jahan, the Begum of Bhopal, in the Order
of the Star of India].
[Fort William (Kolkata) and other places, ca.
1873]. 2° (ca. 32.5 × 21 cm). Finely written letter
in English signed “Northbrook” and addressed to
Shah Jahan; about 11 official manuscripts in Urdu
(7 verified as “true copy” or “true translation”,
some on folding leaves); and 3 folding manuscript
pages giving the contents of the folder. Many of
the documents include manuscript annotations in
Urdu in the margin and two documents contain
large stamps (text in Urdu). Loose in a contemporary government folder with a paper label and
a manuscript title in Urdu on the front. € 7500
Unique collection of manuscripts and letters illustrating the relationship between British officials and the
Princely State of Bhopal in the early 1870s. Unique among the princely states in India, Bhopal was ruled
by a succession of widows (Begums) who governed with the consent of their people. For services rendered
during the Indian Rebellion of 1857, Sultan Shah Jahan (1838–1901), the Begum of Bhopal was created a
Knight Grand Commander in the Order of the Star of India in 1872, the second (of four) women to be
invested in the order. Ironically Great Britain also had a female ruler, who was to be proclaimed Empress
of India in 1877.
One of the documents, the only one written in English, is a letter by Thomas George Baring (1826–1904),
Baron Northbrook and Viceroy of India, addressed to the Begum. Northbrook thanks the Begum for her
letter sent to him, where she had expressed her “acknowledgements for the honorable ceremonials” that
attended her investiture and he promises to “forward to the Secretary of State of India for delivery to Her
Majesty your Highness’ petition and accompanying address”.
Among the documents written in Urdu are seven documents signed by British officials: Sir Charles
Umpherston Aitchison (1832–96); foreign secretary of the Government of India and editor of A collection
of treaties, engagements and sanads relating to India and neighbouring countries), Captain Dalrymple, “assistant
political agent, Bhopal” and John Willoughby-Osborne (1833–1881), British political agent in Bhopal.
Willoughby-Osborne had previously written the brief history of the Nawabs of Bhopal included in the
account of Shah Jahan’s mother’s pilgrimage to Mecca, which was published in 1870.
Some of the paper slightly discoloured, one document split into two parts, but overall in very good
condition. A unique collection of interesting primary source materials on an important early native female
ruler in India.
☞ More on our website

A British officer writing about India
49. [S H E R E R, Joseph Moyle]. Sketches of India: written by an officer for fire-side travellers at home.
London, Longman, 1825. 8°. Later half morocco.
€ 250
Third edition of a popular travel book on India by Colonel Joseph Moyle Sherer (1789–1869), anonymously
published, that first appeared in 1821. Sherer also wrote some other widely read travel books on Spain, Egypt
and Italy. The Sketches of India is his most successful book.
Some slight foxing and staining.
IV, 297 pp. DNB 52, pp. 73–74. ☞ More on our website

Sanskrit verses with music for 44 realms of Queen Victoria’s empire,
printed and bound in Calcutta
50. TAG O R E, Sourindro Mohun. Victoria Sámrájyan, or Sanskrit stanzas [with a translation] on the various dependencies of the British Crown, each composed and set to the
respective national music in commemoration of the assumption by … Queen Victoria of
the diadem – “Indiae Imperatrix.” … Second edition.
Calcutta (Kolkata), published by the author, printed by I.C. Bose & Co. (The Stanhope
Press), 1882. Royal 8° (23.5 × 15 cm). With more than 25 woodcut tailpieces (plus a couple
repeats) showing Indian musical instruments. Contemporary gold-tooled green sheepskin,
made in Calcutta for the author.
€ 2500
Second (expanded) edition of a collection of 44 numbered songs, each devoted to a different realm in
the British Empire, first published to celebrate Queen Victoria’s assumption of the title Empress of India
on 1 January 1877. Tagore wrote the verses in Sanskrit and adapted the music from national songs of the
various realms. Each song appears on the versos set in Devanagri type with the music in a pioneering Indian
notation (explained in the 6-page “Elementary rules for the Hindu musical notation”), and on the facing
recto transcribed in roman type with the music in the Western notation.
Sourindro Mohun Tagore (1840–1914) came from one of the leading artistic families in Calcutta. Well
versed in traditional Indian music from his youth, he became a patron of Bengali and Hindu music but also
studied Western music and became an internationally known musicologist. Tagore promoted and further
developed new Indian musical notation systems introduced by Kshetra Mohan Goswami.
In fine condition. The binding in very good condition, with only minor wear, mostly at the extremities. A
fascinating work, especially interesting for its pioneering Indian musical notation and its images of Indian
music instruments, produced in Calcutta.
[4], xii, 163, [1 blank] pp. WorldCat (5? copies); for Tagore and his musical notation: M. Clayton & B. Zon, Music and orientalism
in the British Empire (2007), pp. 85–87. ☞ More on our website

31 Sanskrit, Hindi and Bengali songs with music,
printed and bound in Calcutta
51. TAG O R E, Sourindro Mohun. A few specimens of Indian songs.
Calcutta (Kolkata), published by the author, printed by I.C. Bose & Co. (The Stanhope
Press), 1879. Royal 8° (23.5 × 15 cm). Set in Devanagari (for Sanskrit and Hindi), Bengali
(for Bengali) and roman types with incidental italic and textura gothic. The present copy
has the dedication leaf for Lord Robert Bulwer-Lytton, Viceroy and Governor-General of
India, printed in blue with an elaborate red border built up from typographic ornaments.
Contemporary gold-tooled green sheepskin, made in Calcutta for the author.
€ 3500
First and only edition of a collection of 31 numbered Sanskrit, Hindi and Bengali songs popular in India at
the time of publication, with the words in the original language and script, with a transliteration in roman
type, each song with a brief explanatory text in English. It includes songs in the native classical and modern
traditions as well as devotional, operatic and pastoral songs. It preserves a record of both the words and
melodies of many songs that might otherwise have been lost and therefore serves as an essential primary
source. The present copy includes dedication to Robert Bulwer-Lytton, Viceroy of India, printed in blue
with an elaborate border printed in red. This is probably a deluxe version of the dedication leaf, found only
in a few copies intended for presentation.
Sourindro Mohun Tagore (1840–1914) came from one of the leading artistic families in Calcutta. Well
versed in traditional Indian music from his youth, he became a patron of Bengali and Hindu music but
also studied Western music and became an internationally known musicologist.
In very good condition, with only occasional and mostly marginal light foxing or faint water stains. The
binding with only minor wear, mostly at the extremities, but otherwise very good. A an essential source
for any study of Indian music, produced in Calcutta and bound for the author, probably for presentation.
[1], [1 blank], [1], [1 blank], 113, [1 blank] pp. WorldCat 18700798, 870975830, 903627489, 497594560, 844448509; Public opinion
and official communications, about the Bengal Music School … (Calcutta 1876, with additions to at least 1879), item XXVI and
supplement, p. 268. ☞ More on our website

Fine illustrations of daily life of English and Indian people in India
52. TAY L E R, William. Sketches illustrating the manners and customs of the Indians and
Anglo Indians.
London, Thomas McLean, 1842. Large 2° (54,5 × 37,5 cm.). With 6 hand coloured lithograph
plates and a lithographed title. Contemporary half calf with cloth sides, gold tooled title on
front cover.
€ 12 500
First and only edition of an ethnographic
study of native Indian people by William
Tayler (1808–1892), who was at that time
Acting Salt Agent of the Central Division
of Cuttack for the East India Company.
He dedicated his work to “Lady William
Bentinck” (born Lady Mary Acheson
1809–1850), who was the wife of the
Governor-General of India. The illustrations were drawn by Tayler himself, who
was an amateur artist and drew much of
the Indian daily life that he encountered.
He selected the present 6 drawings to be
published and had them lithographed
by J. Bouvier. The first 3 plates not only
show the ways of Indian people, but even
more so the luxurious life of the English in
India. The first plate, The Young Civilian’s
Toilet shows a young man relaxing while
being treated by several servants, who are
named Anglo-Indians. The room is strewn
with objects of leisure. The next 2 plates,
The Young Ladies Toilet & The Breakfast
show equal scenes. The other 3 plates are
more ethnographic in nature, showing
native Indians in their everyday life:
Women grinding at the mill; the Sunyasees
(Sannyasis) & The village barber. Tayler
later became a controversial figure for his
excessively harsh oppression of Indian people when he was the commissioner of Patna.
Spine and covers slightly worn, pages a little frayed, some foxing on the text pages. Dedication page broened.
Plate 2 detached and inserted loosely. Plates in good condition.
[16] pp; [6] plates. Abbey, Travel 465; Bobins I 272; H.K. Kaul, Early Writings on India 454; Prasannajit De Silva, Colonial
Self-Fashioning in British India, c. 1785–1845 (2018), pp. 116–119. ☞ More on our website

Convolute containing 23 rare Portuguese works on exploration and travel,
2 famous shipwrecks and the 1783/84 bombardment of Algiers
53. [E X P LO R AT I O N & T R AV E L]. T R I N D A D E, Joseph da. Relaçam summaria
e noticiosa dos lugares santos de Jerusalem, e dos mais, de que na Terra Santa, & Pallestina,
està de posse, … resumindoa (de muytos livros, que tratam desta materia, & de outras novas
noticias, …) …
Lisbon, Miguel Manescal, 1709. With woodcut coat-of-arms of the Kingdom of Jerusalem
and woodcut headpieces in the text.
With: [22 other works].
[Lisbon, 1744–1811]. 23 works bound as 1. 4° and 8°. Contemporary (ca. 1811) sheepskin,
gold-tooled spine, red morocco spine label with title in gold, marbled endpapers. € 11 750
Convolute of 23 Portuguese works, all printed in Lisbon from
1709 to 1811 (mostly 1759–1791) by different printers and all
quite rare. Most of the works contain accounts of exploration
and travel of hitherto unconquered areas around the world
by the Spanish, Portuguese, British and even the French.
The most interesting works are however on sea battles and
shipwrecks.
One fo the interesting works is is Relaçaõ da viagem, e
naufragio do navio da comphania Britanica das Indias Orientaes
denominado a Halsewell, …. (1786) on the tragic shipwreck
of the East Indiaman Halsewell in 1786, but also on the
shipwreck of the Spanish warship San Pedro de Alcantra in
the same year. The Halsewell was an East Indiaman of the
British East India Company. At the start of a voyage from
London to Madras, on 6 January 1786, the ship lost its masts
in a violent storm and the ship was shattered on the rocks
below a cliff at Portland in Dorset, England. Only 74 of the
240 people aboard survived and this shipwreck shocked the
English nation.
With the bookplate of Manuel Carlos Neves (motto: “subir pela cultura”) on the front paste-down and an
inscription on the first endleaf. With a handwritten index listing all 23 titles in the convolute, including their
year of publication. Binding slightly worn, the quality and the condition of the 23 works varies. Otherwise
an exceptional convolute with two very interesting works on naval battles and famous shipwrecks and
generally in good condition.
A complete list of contents is available upon request.
☞ More on our website

Letter of Antony Troyer on his research into the Rajatarangini
54. T ROY E R, Antony. Letter to the French orientalist Joseph Toussaint Reinaud.
Paris (Rue de la Pépinière), 18 October 1848. Small 4°. Autograph letter, signed, written in
ink on paper. Folded. 
€ 1750
Signed autograph letter from Antony Troyer (1775–1865), an English translator of oriental literature and
Indianist, to Joseph Toussaint Reinaud (1795–1867). It gives some account of the research that Troyer and
probably also Reinaud were carrying out on the Rajatarangini, the historical Sanskrit chronicle of the
north-western part of the Indian subcontinent, particularly the kings of Kashmir. From 1840 to 1852 Troyer
would publish the first Western translation of this great Kashmir historical chronicle in 3 volumes, titled
Râdjataranginiî, histoire des roies du Kachmir.
Reinaud was a French orientalist and in 1847 he became president of the Société Asiatique, a French learned
society dedicated to the study of Asia. He wrote several works on Arabia and Arabic culture, for example
Extraits des historiens Arabes, relatifs aux guerres des croisades, ouvrage formant, d’après les écrivains Musulmans,
un récit suivi des guerres saintes (1829) on Islamic texts about the Christian crusades, the account of two Arabic
voyages to China and India titled Relation des voyages faits par les Arabes et les Persans dans l’Inde et à la Chine
dans le IXe siècle de l’ère chrétienne and also Description des monumens Musulmans du cabinet de M. le Duc
de Blacas (1828), a catalogue of a famous collection of Islamic art amassed by the French statesman Blacas.
With the address of Joseph Toussaint Reinaud on the last page. In very good condition.
[1], [2 blank], [1] pp. ☞ More on our website

Dutch translation of a lively account
of a voyage to India and China (and St. Helena)
55. WATHEN, James. Reis naar Madras en China, en terug over St. Helena. Uit het Engels
vertaald door N. Messchaert. Met platen. In een deel compleet.
Dordrecht, A. Blussé and son, 1816. 8°. With 7 full-page engraved plates (the second bound
in as frontispiece), 2 by J.C. Bendorp, 5 by W. van Senus, all after the plates in the original
English edition which were drawn by James Wathen. Half calf, ornamental paper sides, brown
morocco spine label.
€ 1250
First and only edition of the Dutch translation of a travel account by James Wathen, originally published
in 1814 with the title Journal of a voyage in 1811 and 1812, to Madras and China; returning by the Cape of
Good Hope and St. Helena; in the H.C.S. The Hope, Capt. James Pendergrass (London, J. Nichols & son and
Bentley, 1814), with 24 hand-coloured aquatints.
Wathen (1751?–1828) carried on his father’s business of glover in Hereford. After retiring from the trade he
employed his leisure time in walking excursions in all parts of Great Britain and Ireland. In these expeditions he amused himself by making innumerable sketches of interesting objects and scenery. From 1787
onwards he was a frequent contributor to the Gentleman’s Magazine, publishing topographical descriptions
illustrated by sketches.
The translator Nicolaas Messcheert (1774–1833) was a well-known and highly respected school inspector and
minister in Rotterdam who also translated the first volumes of Gibbon’s Rise and fall of the Roman Empire.
He joined the Dutch Maatschappij der Nederlandse Letterkunde in 1817.
Binding slightly worn at the edges, otherwise in good condition.
VIII, 357, [2] pp. Abbey, Travel 517 (1st Engl. ed.); Cordier, Sinica, 2107; Lust 386 (1st Engl. ed.); Mendelssohn II, p. 591; Mendelssohn
(1979), IV, p. 730; for the Dutch translation, see the favourable review in: Vaderl. letteroef., 1817, pp. 416–420; not in Tiele. ☞ More
on our website

Second edition of the first etymological Sanskrit-English dictionary
56. WILSON, Horace Hayman. A dictionary in Sanscrit and English; translated, amended, and enlarged, from an original compilation, prepared by learned natives for the college
of Fort William.
Calcutta, printed at the Education Press, 1832. Large 4°. Contemporary half green morocco
with marbled sides, gilt edges.
€ 2750
Second enlarged edition of the first etymological Sanskrit-English dictionary by the English orientalist
Horace Hayman Wilson (1785–1860), originally published in 1819. The first edition was compiled from
materials provided by native scholars, supplemented with Wilson’s own research.
Wilson’s dictionary proved an invaluable contribution to the study of Sanskrit and long remained the most
extensive and most common Sanskrit-English dictionary in use. Immediately after its publication he left
India to take up an appointment as the first Boden Professor of Sanskrit at Oxford. In 1836 he was also
appointed librarian to the East India Company and he also taught at the East India Company College.
With some owner’s inscriptions in the margins. Binding slightly worn, especially along the edges, corners
bumped. With some small marginal stains, not affecting the text. Otherwise in good condition.
X, 982 pp. Kaul, Early writings on India: a union catalogue of books on India in the English language published up to 1900 and
available in Delhi Libraries (2017), 1219. ☞ More on our website

History of India, Ceylon and Southeast Asia in the years 1805–1835
57. W I L S O N, Horace Hayman. The history of British India. From 1805 to 1835.
London, James Madden and co. (back of title-page: printed by S. & J. Bentley, Wilson and
Fley), 1845–1848. 3 volumes. 8°. Contemporary blind-blocked cloth.
€ 750
First editions of the last three volumes of the extensive History of British India by the English orientalist
Horace Hayman Wilson (1786–1860). It tries to deal with every aspect of India’s history: its religion,
culture, politics, art, law, etc., also focusing on its relation with England. Besides India, it deals with
Ceylon, Southeast Asia and parts of Indonesia or the Dutch East Indies. The present three volumes are a
continuation of 6 earlier volumes with the same title by James Mill (d. 1836), the first published in 1817.
Wilson had edited later editions of Mill’s work, and continued where Mill had stopped, dealing in the
present volumes with the years 1805–1835.
Quire L of the first volume partly detached from bookblock and some minor foxing. Spines discoloured
and slightly worn at top and bottom. Overall a good set.
XV, [1 blank], 608; XVI, 611, [1 blank]; XVI, 592, 70, [2], 24 pp. ☞ More on our website
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